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Policy Review Session on Civil Penalties

The attached brie£ing book was prepared for the
Commission ' s Policy Review Session on civil penalties as
a consumer protection remedy schedul ed for July 6, 1982.
This book was piepared by a group of attorneys and economists
co- ordinated by Mallory Duncan, under the overall leadership
of Fred Mcchesney (BCP Associate Director for Policy and
Evaluation). It is intended gene;rally to structure Commission
discussion and revi ew of the role and determinants of civil
penalties in our consumer protection mission, and presents
specific questions for the Commission ' s consideratipn .
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CIVIL PENALTIES
POLICY REVIEW SESSION
l.

Introduction

A.

Overview Consumer Protection of Civil Penalty Reme.dies
When violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act 1
occur, the Commission faces the challenge of using its remedia l
authority to deter future violations without chilling le9itimate
business activities. The purpose of this session is to ~denti fy
foe Commission revie w policy decisions involving consumer
protection civil penalty remedies, with the aim of increasing
the effectiveness of thes e tools . The two broad areas for
review at this consumer protection remedies policy session are:
(1) civil penalties generally and (2) strategic use of Section
205 civil penal ti.es. Thi·s section briefly introduces these
areas.

(1) Civil Penalties. The PTC can seek in Federal court·
civil penalties from firms that violate trade regulation rules
or final cE:ase-and-desist or litigated orders. A primary goal
is to deter industry from violating rules and orders ("general
deterre.nce"). A second qoal is to deter the respondent company
from committing tne illegal act again ("specific detecr:ence").
Significant costs may be associated with either overdeterrence
or undei:deter renc.e . 1\ pol icy issue for Comm i.ss ion consideration
is whether any of the approaches p.r;esented are likely to provide
valuable guidance in determining the apptopriate level of a
civil penalty in a specific case.
(2) Section 205 Civil Penalties. Sec2ion 205 of the
Magnuson-Moss Warranty-PTC lmpcovement Act gives the FTC the
authority to seek: civil penalties (up to $10,000 per violation
or, for continuing violations, per day} for engaging in acts or
pract ices determined by the PTC to be unfair or deceptive in
proceedings to which the defendants were not parties. Provided
that the government can show that the defendant had actual
knowledge of the unlawfulness of its acts or practices, Section
205 authorizes assessment of civil penalties for a firm's ficst
violation of FTC law. Ptior .to enactment of the Magnuson-Moss
Act, firms were allowed "two bites at the apple" before becom ing

1 Or other statutes (!t.=_9: . , Truth in Lending Act) that the
FTC enforces.
2 Section 5(m)(l}(B) of the FTC Act, 15 u.s.c. S 45(m)(l)(B).
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liable foe civil penalties. There continue to be numerous
unresolved legal questions related to Section 205. Key policy
questions foe the Commission are: Should t he Commissi~n
formulate a litigation strategy, with the goal of shaping
favorable law? Should Section 205 be used more co serve as
industry-wide deterrence?
On the following page is a diagram {Figure l ) which depicts
the various routes through which civil penalty actions and the
Commission 's other Consumer Prote3tion remedies ( inj unctions and
consumer redress) can be applied.
The next section provides
a legal overview of a few factors to be considered in selecting
a re~edy. It is followed by a section on the key economic
fac tors in achieving efficient deterrence.

J I .

.

d

n)unct1ons an consumer redress will be the subject of an
upconiing policy review session.
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B.

Genei:al Legal Considerations

In determining which remedies to pursue in any law
enforcement action, an initial assessment must be made tegarding
l) what remedies are statutorily available f or the violation, 2)
what standards must be met in seeking each remedy, and 3) the
procedure by which he remedy will be enforced . Some of tnese
key legal considerations are highlighted below:

*

Civil penalty actions for violations of a trade
regulation rule require proof that the alleged
violations were •with actual knowledge or knowledge
fairly implied on the basis of objective circumstances"
that the practices are unfair or deceptive and prohibited by the rule . In Section 205 civil penalty
actions , the standard is narrower "actual knowledge") .
»o knowledge standard at all is required for Section
5(1) civil pena lty actions for violations of orders by
respondents und er order. A Section 19(a)(2) redress
action against a respondent subject to a final
Commission order requires proof that the violation was
"one which a reasonable inan would nave known under the
c i rcumstances was dishonest or fraudulent . " In a
Section 19(a)(l) suit for redress for violation of a
trade regulation rule, this standard need not be met .

•

All civil penalty actions must be referred to the
Department of Justice , which has 45 days in which to
determine whether t o b11ing the case. or to refer it back
to the Commission to bring itself.
Tne legislative history of Section 13(b) indicates •that
only routine fraud cases are appropriate for permanent
injunctions. Because in other cases it wou l d be the
courts and not the FTC that: would be dete rm ining
whether a particular act ot practice is unfair or
deceptive within the FTC Act, permanent injunctions are
not sought because the F'l'C has felt "novel" issues
should be conside.red first by the agency.

*

*

Section 19 actions for redress have a statute of
limitations of three years prior to the filing of the
administrative complaint, and must be filed within one
year after the final order .

*

Ancillary relief (~, some type of redress)
may be obtained in a permanent injunctive action and
in civil penalty actions under the court ' s equitable
power.

- 3 -
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*

The burden of proof in enforcement actions is: 1)
"preponderance of the evidence" for enforcement of
rules and o rders in any civil penalty action; 2) "clear
and convincing evidence" in a civil contempt a ction to
enforce an injunction: 3) "beyond a reasonable doubt"
in a criminal contempt action to enforce an injunction .
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C.

General Economic Considerations

ln choosing a remedy, and in determining the appropriate
level of civil penalties (or redress), the FTC's primary goal is
to achieve industry-wide deterrence of violations. Some of the
key economic factors include:

*

Effective deterrence is achieved when the total cost of
the penalty anticipated by the firm exceeds the firm's
total net gains anticipated from violating Section S.
It is often too costly for the Commission to identify
every violation in every program ¥ea. Thus, achieving
effective deterr ence requires multiplying the measured
gains of the respondent (typically, an estimate of the
respondent's gains over a limited time period) by a
factor that reflects the likelihood of detection.

*

Deterrence is affected by the total cost to the firm of
a Commission action. Besides the direct cost of the
penalty, other costs may include the responde nt' s
unavoidable litigation cost, the cost to the respondent
of administering the remedy and ~he seller's reputation
loss . Thus, in fixing the magnitude ot the penalty,
estimates of reasonable values of these other costs
should be considered.
0

In fixing the magnitude of remedies for achieving
appropriate deterrence, an estimate of respondent's
gains is a more critical consideration than is
consumer or competitor inju.ry . In contrast, consumer
and competitor injury are critical in allocating scarce
FTC resources to case selection and litigation.
Deterrence should be in keeping with promoting economic
efficiency. This can be accomplished if legitimate
productive activities are onqeterred while inefficient
activities are deterred . Furthermore, included in the
analysis of the efficiency of any deterrence program
must be the costs imposed by the program.
o.

Guide to Briefing Materials
The remainder of this memorandum i s or9anized as follows:

-s-

,...,...
II.

Civil Penalties

III.

Stra t egic Use of

§

205 Civil Penalties

In ea ch of these areas, the key legal or economic factors are
described briefly and are followed by a presenta t ion of the key
issues for Commission decision-making.
Due to time and space constraints, the memorandum does not
fully address issues relating to the interaction between all of
the Commission 's consumer protection remedies. Poe e xa mple, we
do not discuss issues such as th e appropriate mix betwe~n
inj unc tions and civil penalties in an individual case and the
litigation strategies that i nvolve using the prospect of one
remedy (!.:.S..:.., high civil penalt i es) to negotiate favorable
settlements of another type remedy (~ , consumer
redress). These and other over l apping issues may be worthy of
separate treatment at a later date.
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II.

Civil Penalties

A.

Introduction
1.

Difficulties in Assessing Civil Penalties.

Civil penalties assessed for violations of Commission
consumer protection rules and orders (through consent
decrees, or puJ~:suant to court decisions) have i::anged from a few
hundred dolla r s to over a million dollars. To an extent this
divergence is understandable since there is considerable
variation in the goals served by penalties and in the
seriousness of violations. The Conunission may on occasion wis h
to use civil penalties to "send a message" to particular
segments of the market, or to emphasize or downplay certain
enforcement areas. Penalties reached through consent
negotiations may differ substantially from penalties for similar
acts or practices following litigation. Thus, some variation in
the size of tbe fines is to be expected.
On the other hand, significant variations in the siz~ of
civil penalties suggests the need for a general theory of
assessing civil penalties in order to give guidance to both
staff and industry . While a s ingle "cookbook" approach may be
impossible, and the assessment of civil penalties may remain
more act than science, this chapter offers some options for
Commission consideration.
2.

Goals.

It is generally accepted that a primacy goal of civil
penalties is to deter violations of Commission rules and
orders. However, it is not possible for the Commission to
prosecute every rule or order violation. Consequently, the
signals it sends to industry when assessing penalties are an
important enforcement tool. In a sense, the Conunission ' s civil
penalty decisions act as a form of industry guidance.
The penalties assessed by the Commission must serve other
goals as well . The Commission may wish to minimize intrusion
into competitive markets, oc it may use civil penalties to
convey the seriousness wi th which it views particular

4 Civil penalties are assessed pursuant to S 5(m)(l)(A) and
5(1) of the PTC Act. S 5(m)(l)(B) provides for comparable civil
penalties for S 205 violations.
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violations . Jn eacb instance it may wish the chosen p:nalty to
be bigb enough to discourage the resp?nde~t from co~m1ttin9 the
illegal act again . tet, it aay also wish i~s penal~1es to be
consistent or fair, both ln appearance and in fact .
To the
extent that these goals conflict, it may be necessary to ma ke
trade-offs between them .
3.

Problems in Achieving Deterrence .

Naturally, before the Commission can expect to achiev~
detercence , it must ensure that firms are aware of and
understand the law. In the case of civil penalty actions bas~d
on orders against respondent firms, this is gene rally not D
problem. Firms are presumably aware of their prior violative
condu.::t. Where civil penalties are to be based on rules or
Section 205 synopses, gre~ater ca r e may be necessary to clarify
precisely what conduct is prohibited. From an economic
perspective, firms behave more conservatively (that is, they
probably divert some efforts away from competitive activities
and towards legal protection) when they perceive the risk of
otherwise unintentionally violating the law to be high. This
suggests that in tbe early stages of a new rule or synopsis
enforcement, greater emphasis should be placed on ed ucational
efforts than on penalty assessments . Once industry is aware of
th e law, more significant penaltles for violations become
appropriate . The discussion in the remainder of this chapter
assumes that the Commission is beyond this initial educational
period. 6
Just as the law should be clearly understood, so, ideally,
should be the method by which the Commission .dete rmines civil

5 Fairness is difficult to define. Fairness encompasses
notions of treating equals alike and unequals disparately. ~
high but rarely imposed penalty may be a very effective
deterrent. Initially, it might seem fair that all violators
risk incurring it. However, if the enforcement policy is
haphazard, it may, after the fact, "appear " unfair to impose so
great a burden on the few individuals unlucky enough to be
caught . And , if the penalty is sufficiently great, it may also
seem inoppropriately punitive in viel'I of the conduct involved
and thus unfair " in fact . "
6 In practice, of course , some industry guidance, whether to
reach new entrants or to renew contacts with established firms
will always be a part of the Commission's efforts. Por a
'
discussion of this and related issues, see appendix B.
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penalty assessments. In order to achieve deterrence, it is not
necessary for an industry to kn·ow exactly the penalties the
Commissio~ will assess in specific cases.
It may be sufficient
that the industry recognizes the process by which the Commission
decides that its penalties are high enough to achieve deterrence
in a particular instance . However, in choosing a civil penalty
policy, there is a tension between simplicity and specificity.
The more specific the Commission 's policy, the more large and
small firms can be exactly deterred? ther·e by avoiding both
underdeter rence and overdeter ·r ence.
On the other hand,
greater specificity often comes at the cost of increased
compl exity.
Finally, even allowing for some complexity, establishing a
civil penalty policy that will neither overdeter nor underdeter
is difficult. Because firms do not face identical environments
and because the Commission will always have limi ted information
about industry, it will be impossible always to achieve exact
deterrence.
B.

Approaches to Assessing Civil Penalties.

To a large extent, deciding which of the many conflicting
goals to emphasize determines which approach to assessing civil
penalties should be taken. The remainder of this chapter sets
out four basic approaches . Resp ectivt ly they emphasize
deterrence; historical consistency; severity of conduct; and
flexibility. The first of these is the most comprehensive and
accordingly is discussed in somewhat greater detail in an
appendix (Al to this briefing book . In orde·r to clarify tne
issues involved, the approaches are first discussed
independently of any overlap among them. However, as is noted
at the end of the discussion of each approach, each can be
modified to serve some qoals of the others as well.
It should also be noted that the choice of an approach may
be influenced by the point at which i t will be used. There is a
cost to gathering information. Consent agreements may sometimes

7 Underdeterrence occurs when a company looks at a histoty of
Commission judgments and says: ''Well the Commission generally
only assesses a thirty thousand dollar penalty for violating
this rule - its worth the risk . " Overdeterrence occurs when
another company sees the thirty thousand dollar judqments,
determines that there is no way it can afford to lose so large
an amount, and goes to such lengths to avoid v i olating the ru le
that it is unable to compete effectively ,
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be signed in order to lift from both parties the burdens of
additional discovery. The Commission may wish to use a simpler ,
less precise approach for settlement nego~iations, when. t~e
amount of information available to staff is typ17ally 11m1ted,
than it uses when seeking possibly larger penalties through the
district courts.
Finally, acti ons for consumer :redress. ( to be discussed in an
upcoming policy review session) may sometimes be preferable to a
civil penalty act ion. Consumer redress can serve some of. the .
same goals as civi l penalties, although its primary funct i on is
to direct funds to injured consumers rather than to the U. S •
Treasury . However, the manner in which redress awards are
disbursed, their tax deauctability to respondents and the higher
legal standard imposed in Section 19 proceedings all suggest
that redress is not a perfect substi t ute for penalties as a
means of deterrence.
L

'1'1:!.~~~~"!..E.~':'.~ -Model.

Currentl y, the size of previous civil penalty judgments act
as guidepoo;ts to expected future Commission assessme nts.
However, were the Commission to make it clear that it would set
civil pe na.lties at slightly 111ore than whatever a.mount was
necessary to e l iminate all benefits a respondent co uld expect to
receive from engaging in unfair or deceptive cond uct, firms
would have a g(eater incentive to review the consequences of
their cond uct rather than the size of previous civil penalty
judgments assessed against othec firms .
In essence the deterrence model is an approach to civil
penalty litigation designed to send three messages to industry:
1)
The penalties so ught will be high engugn to deprive a
violatoc of any actual or anticipa ted profits from its
violation;
2)
Reasonable estimates or presumptions may be used to
compute penal ties when precise data is not. readily avai lable; and
3)

Violators will be offeced an opportunity to rebutt

8 As is discuss in the appendices, in most instances this will
me<m that, in order to re.move any incentive foi: respo nd ents to
treat civil penalties as an "expense," tne civil pena l ty will be
derived by essentially multiplying respondents' gains by a
figure that ref l ects the l ikelihood of detection.
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these presumptions by offering data j ustifying a lower civil
penal t y figure .
a.

An Outline of the Deterrence ModelEncouraging Proper Deterrence

Civil penalties should have a general deterrent effect .
Par adoxically, this may best be accomplished if the Commission
focuses more heav i ly on the man ner in which penalties are
assessed against individual respond ents, rather than upon
maintaining unif o r mity among its civil penalty judgments .
Focusing upon the l a tter will tend to e n courag~ either
underdeterrence or overdeterrence.
The deterrence model assumes that the vast majority of
businesses are neither good actors nor bad actors, rather that
they seek to be competitive . Under th is approach one asks:
~hat economic advantages does a fi r m r e alize by violating the
Conunission's rules and orders? Generally, these advantages
consist of the firm ' s savings in compliance costs and the
advantage of being able to compete under more favorable
conditions than its competitors. If the Commission were able to
prosecute all violators, then setting a civil penalty figure
that was just high enough to remove the profits of illegal
conduct would be sufficient. However, since only a fraction of
the violators can be caught, this pena lty figure must be
increased sufficiently to discourage firms from taking a chance
on avoiding detection. 9
Two other factors must be consideced befor e the civil
penalty is assessed. First, the Commission must ask whether
there are ilqqravatinq or mitigating f acto(.s that sh.ou}d cause'
the penalty to be ralsed or lowered.
And second, the
penalty figure must be compared against the respondent's ability
to pay . l f the respond~nt cannot afford the penalty (or if t he

9 Tnis is the S<rn1e reasnn tlla t- parking t i cket finei=> are always
somewhat higher than the l:OSt of local parking garaqei;. If one
were ticketed only o~casionally, and the fine were the same as
the cost of parking, it would be much ch~aper to park
illegally. And, just as many drivers would , for the sake of
convenience, park il l egally if the y thought there were little
cost to being ticketed, some companies will violate Commission
rules or orderi; if the advantages of doing so are sufficiently
great.
10 Such as the deyree of consumer injury.
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~r"er than the Commission is statutotilu
ca l cu 1 ate
. d pena lt Y i s l
11
t b
•
authorizy~ to impose) then the p7naltrh~e~=~=lt~ ~~=d b: no
lowered.
On the other hand, since
. ic conduct under
higher than is necessary to deter the specif
h
investigation the fact that the respondent has more t an
·'
sufficient f 1nancial
asse t s to pay th e Penal ty ' is not a reason
to increase it.
p

b.

-.

Practical Considerations

Potentially this model offers th e advantages of being
reasonably speclfic to each violation while being.si~p!e.enough
to be anticipated by industry. It may also so?em fair in that
firms in similar circumstances are treated equa lly . There are a
number of other factors to consider in implementing such an
approach. They are discussed in more detail in appendi~ A• . rt
is sufficient to note here that in many cases the benef 1ts firms
receive from violating commission rules and orders can be
estimated. There ls no judicial reason why these estimates
would have to be more precisely derived than th e civil penalty
figur es the Commission currently generates. However, the fact
that they will be developed by a specif ic process with a
particular goal in mind is likely to result in their being more
rationally linked to specific violations.
This model can be as ~ef ined £~ as general as resour ces and
demands on the Commission permit .
Since the first few cases
should probably be developed carefully, in order to determine
the advantage enjoyed by firms engaging in violative conduct,
the amount of information demanded by staff and the amount of
time devoted to analy~ing such information will initially be
increased.
However, to an eKtent this difficulty will be alleviated as
the Commission develops a pool of work ing figures or begins to
aproximate the model rather than duplicate it precisely . On a
long range basis, careful case development and/or studies of
industries affected by Commission rules and orders can provide

11 This does not mean that the Commission must lower the

penalty merely to stave off bankruptcy. Ability to pay,
however, is one of several statutory fac tors that must be
balanced by the Commission.
12 If desired, the civil penalties derived under this approach
can always be modified to accommodate some of the goals favo red
by the other models.
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i~forma~ion as to profitability, sales rates, etc . foe various
sized firms. On a shorter term, other proxies may be
necessary. Where respondents are reluctant to provide essentlal
ir\formaton it may be appropriate for the Commission to makE: its
own .best es·timate of the advantages enjoyed by the respondent,
subJect to respondent produced evidence that the Commission
derived figures are too high . 13 The Department of Justice
Guidelines for sentencing recommendations in felony cases
establishes a flat percentage of corporate sales as a base and
then adjusts for other factors. The primary aim (in the absence
of a negotiated settlement) would be to demonstrate to the
district court that the Commission was applying its expertise in
a fashion reasonably related to achieving civil penalties that
would support its general deterrence goal.

2.

Historical
a.

Consisten~y

Model.

Ope rat.ion

If the Commission's primary goals were uniformity and/or
predictability of c i vil penalty amounts, an approach that
emphasized historical consistency of civil penalties assessments
might be desi ·r able. Under such an approach the Commission would
review the civil penalties previously awarded for violations of
each of its rules. Thus, it would determine the range of civil
penalties it had assessed f~a cooling-off violations; for land
sales abuses; and so forth.
tn addition, staff would need
to develop a composite profile of the ~average" respondent in
previous cases oE that type, setting fotth its financial status

13 Thus in the case of a respondent who failed to provide
cooling-off notices, the Commission might announce, as its
starting point in calculating the penalty, its intention to
remove all profits realized on 10\ of the respondent's sales:
the degree to which it b.elieved the respondent was competitively
advantaged on an annual basis by refusing to comply with the
rule . Respondents might be invited to make a showing, during
civil penalty proceedings , that their advantages were less than
that amount.
1 4 A preliminary review suggests that in many program areas,
prior assessments will fall within a normal curve. Thus, for
example, penalties assessed in the debt collection program area
might extend from fifteen to sixty thousand dollars, with the
vast majority concentrated between twenty and forty thousand
dollars. Specific types of violations would have a similar
distribution over a narrower range of figures .
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and a synopsis of the circumstances involved in a typical case.
Profiles of respondents who d rew among the highest and lowest
civil penalties would be necessary as well. New cases would be
compared against these profiles and the range of penalties
assessed in p r evious violations of the same type . Thus, all
other t hings being equal, i f a new land sales matte r presented
abuses that were more serious than those in two-thirds of the
Commission's previous land sales cases but less serious than the
r emaining third, a civil penalty that was higher than two-thirds
of those previously assessed and less than one-third of those
previously assessed would be chosen as a starting point . This
point would be readjusted after considering aggravating and
mitigating factors. The final assessment, however, would not
fall outside the range se rsby previous cases except in
e xtraordinary situations.
b.

Practical Considerations

The primary advantage of such an approach is the relative
ease with which it could be implemented and used by the
Commiss ion . The Commission need not gather any more informaton
than is necessary to determine whether the respondent is a
significantly better or worse actor than those previously
encoun t ered, as ~ell as· some information about the respondent ' s
ability to pay. 1·
Wit.hie limits, thiR approach assures that
no firm will be singled out for p~rticularly harsh or lenient
treatment, relative to previous Commission judgments. Finally,
it makes it easier for firms to determine the size penalty they
are likely to incur for particular violations, This may aid in
achievi ng settlements.
rf the Commission is convinced that previous civil penalty
awards have been sufficient to deter individual respondents,
penalties assessed under this approach should be equally

15 For purposes of this model it is necessary that civi l
penalty amounts be stated in constant dollars adjusted for
inflation . If they are not, t he Commission may in time become
locked into a schedule of penalties with diminish ing deterrent
ef feet.
16 Issues involved in determining a respondent's ability to
pay are discussed at footnote 2 and the accompanying text of
appendix A.
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effective.
However, while this model would mait111u.ze
consistency of civil penalty amounts, it might do so at the
expense of achieving industry-wide deterrence. In order to
provide consistency <1nd predictability, the range withiJl which
the bulk of the penalties assessed for each type of violation
would have to be fairly nar cow (possibly a th r ee to one ratio).
But as was discussed earlier, unless the ranges chosen were ve r y
wide (thus reducing their predictive value) the threat of th e
penalties would create overcompliance o.n the part of some firms
and would be ineffective as to others. Small businesses might
be most injured by such an approach. Lacking the resources to
eitpense for the higher penalty figures, they would be forced to
behave overly cautious relative to their larger competitors.
The largest competitors would have a further advantage in that
they could afford, to violate the rules almost with impunity
since the maximum civil penalty judgments would never be
s~ffic~entll larqe to remove the profits they gained from
v1o'lat1on.
3.

Severity
a.

o~-S'.~nduct

l1odel.

Opei:_at ion

Under this closely r e lated variant of the preceeding
approach, the Commission woul<j emphasize the "appropriateness"
goal and rank violations of each of its various rules, in ory9r
of sever i ty of injury, from extremely nigh to extremely low.

17

Of course one drawback to this approach i: s tnat it provi'des
no gu i dance in setting penalties for new rules or for violations
of individual orders.
lB If the Commission were Willing to compromise a portion of
the consistency goal, this model might be used as a proxy for
some elements of the preceeding deterrence model. Future civil
penalties, assessed on the basis of the deterrence model, could
over-time form t he basis f o r a historical approach to
penalties . While this could result in a mo~e broadly spread
penalty ranqe within each program area, it would simplify
determination of a starting point for considering aqgravating or
miti9ating factors once sufficient exp~rience with the proper
assessment Ln various program areas was developed.
19 This differs from the preceeding approach in that here the
Commission would rank, de nova, the severity of conduct
addressed by each of itscules, whe.reas the preceeding approach
essentially codifies ex i stinq determinations.
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For example, minor delay~ by debt colle7tion firms ~n send\n;
notices verifying debts might rank relat1ve~y low wh1le o~her
debt collection practices, such as s~stemat~cally contacting
debtors' employers, might rank relatively h~qh . For each o f
these practices the Commission would establish a range of
overlapping penalties (much like criminal st-:itutes) fro'!' the.
mildest to the most severe. The mentioned disclosure v i olat ions
might carry penalties between three thousan~ and.ten ~housa~d
dollars while the more serious debt collect i on violatio ns migh t
carry penal t ies between twenty thousand and fifty-five thousand
dollars. When presented with new rules (or orders) the
Commission would first determine which of its existinq rules i t
was most similar to in terms of general injury and then
determine where within the range assigned to that violat i on it
should fall, those involving many mitigating factors fallinq
lower in the ranqe and those with agqravatinq factors beinq
higher.
b.

Prac~~~~~~nsiderations

A major advantage to tile approach is that It formally
recognizes that all violations of Conunission rules and orders do
not have equal ly serious consequences. Where injury is minimal,
there is little variation in cost of compliance among firms,
and the purpose of the rule is primarily informational, the
Commission may wish to assess only modest penalties as a means
of reminding firms of the desirability of compliance. Major
penalties are reser~50 for violations of the most important
rules (and orders).
However, the task of developing a priority ranking of all
anticipated rule violations is substantial. Furthermor e, such a
listing would likely requir e modification ~hen there were
changes in Commission priorlties and personnel. Moreover,
consumer injury, while an appropriate basis for developing
redress amounts or case selection criteria is perhaps less
useful as the pr~Tary consideration in establishing civil
penalty amounts.
Finally, this model suffers from the same

20 To this extent this approach may aiso act as a proxy for
the deterrence model.
21 Poe example, firms that engage in profitable practices that
cause relatively little economic injury to consumers (~,
harrassing calls by collection agencies to retrieve large bona
fide debts) might receive r e latively small fines. And, such
(CONTINUl::D)
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predictability/deterrence trade-off that was discussed in the
preceeding approach.
4.

The Flexible Judicial Model.

Currently the Commission makes civil penalty judgments on
t.he basi~ of the several statutory , judicial and practical
factors. 2 These are balanced again.s t the goal or combination
of goals the Commission seeks ·in each instance: to deter; to
guide, or (to tne extent redress and civil penalty awards are
compatible) to capture payment for consumer injury.
It is impossible to state how these factors are applied in
eacn instance other than to reduce them to a series ~f "rules of
thumb" used in determining civil penalty judgments. 2
This
does not mean they are without value. When coupled with prior
Commission determinations they may well provide the most
versitle means for the Commission to assess and the courts to
impose civil penalties.
Th2~e factors have been cited favorably by federal
courts
which appear to have little difficulty in reviewing
Commission recommendations in light of them . It is a procedure
with which the Commission and staff are familiar allowing them,
far more often than not, to arrive at settlement and civil
penalty figures that are acceptable (to the extent that any
compromise is acceptable) to the parties as well as to the

21

(FOO'rNOTt: CONT!NUt:O)

fines may be insufficient to discourage continued violative
behavior.
22 The statutory and judicial factors are listed in footnote l
of appendix A. Practical factors include the strength of the
Commission's case and the cost of litigation.
23 For example: The more severe th e violation the more severe
the civil penalties; qood faith, whi le not a defense to a
violation, should reduce the penalty imposed; there is some
minimum level below which penalties should not fall in order to
preserve tho inteqrity of Commission rules and otders; penalties
should not b~ a mere cost of doing business; and so forth.
24 See, ~· United States v. Reade rs Diqest Association,
494 F. supp. 11cr~-11r-ro:--oer:·-r§'S-O'f;-----F:"ra _
<
), cert. den.
U.S.
(1982).
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courts. TO the extent that t:.he Conunission specifically
emphasizes deterrence, consistency, oc other 9oals, this
approach may act as a proxy for the other models. Furthermore,
the flexibility of ~is approach facilitates consideration of
those hard cases (extremely cautious or bad acting firms) that
fall outside the scope of other models .
In view of this it may be that the current approach to civil
penalties, uncomfortable as it may be in specific instances,
provides as much precision as it is possible to expect from any
system that must encompass the myriad of cases confronting the
Commission.
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c.

Questions for Commission Cons~erati.on

The Commission may wish to consider the following six
questions concerning civil penalties.
l.

Wnat is the value of the Commisslon's attempting t o
state How-Tr-aeterm~nes the-amount of
c~vtl eenafties assessed ro[°Violattons?

-

-·~-'---

Development and publication of Commission guidelines for
assessing civil penalties could enhance the appearance of
fatrness by explaining ho~ penalties are derived. In addition ,
such a statement would enhance the predictability of Commission
actions and thus , potentia ll y, t heir deterrent effect .
Furthermore, the process of attempting to develop a wel larticulated civil penalty policy statement could i ncrease the
ac t ual fairness of Commission decisions by increasing
consistency of results. On the other hand , publishing such a
statement would greatly r educe the Commission's fle x ibility in
assessing penalties in this necessarily inchoate area.
Moreover, such a statement might be subject t o substantial
manipulation by respondents in litigation: impairing the
Commission ' s effectiveness in court or in obtaining consents.
1.

•ro what extent is the Comission willinq to

~S€~~=~~~~::~~;u-r1~~~=~~~~X~~~s~-~~=~£~it'::'..<:._o the,

des1c eJ -qoals tn assessinq civil.
~------------------~-----

~nalt1es?

--

As is discussed above (and in the appendices) , cer t ain
goals, such as simp l icity or predic~abili.ty, may be traded-off
against optima l deterrence in assessing civil penalties. To
what extent should trdde-offs be made?
3.

!~-q~eate~pr~i~ion l~~~~~~in~_£i'::'..il~e~~alties

~':!!.r~£~~ntU::_~~e~£~~~~-~~~~t1f~evot1nq

1ncreasccl"resou r ces to its a t t ainment?

------------~---~---

1\ more systematic approach to civil penalties that required
analyses and c ollection of data i.n each program in which civil
penalties are used, would mean devoti ng increased resources to
discovery related t o civil penalty assessments. The level of
resources requ i red may be prohibitive in some cases. Given
ge nera l resource constrain t s, does an increase in precision
merit devoting inure resources?

4.

To wh at extent is fairness achievable and the
appe<i£~~£~_of _fa !.!,~<;.~~-des irafife?__ _

to a world of

p~rfect

info rmation, optimal deterrence is
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........
consistent with fairness. However, both fai rness and the
appearance of fairr:iess may be ~ red~ced by the difficult~ of
consistently applying that cr1ter1on . . what appea r~ ~a1r
prospectively may seem unfair in pract~ce •. In add1t 1on, t? the
extent that uniformity of civil penalties 1s sought to achieve
the appearance of fairness, deterrence goals may be compromised.
5.

Shoul d different approaches be used !..£ assess
civil penalties for purposes of consent
agreements as. opposecrtO litig.ated orders?

Ift general it may be desirable to reserve more complete
analyses and data c.ollection for judicial determinations of
civil penalties. Respondents may be willing to settle in order
to avoid providing staff with more detailed p.ropr ietary
information. Currently, settlement figures tend to be arrived
at through use of historical experience, informal rankings and
an analysis of the strength of the Commission's case. Does
consistency demand that the Commission use the same model for
setting penalties in judicial determinations as to uses in
settlement negotiations?

It may be de.sirable to identify specific program a reas where
new methods of assess i ng civil penalties might first be
developed. Among the factors to be considered in choosing an
area are : the need for industry guidance; the ease with which
any necessary information can be generated;' the ease with which
the penalties sought in the program area can be shown to be
logical to the Justic9 Department and the courts; and the
resource commitmeht involved . Alternatively, would the
simultaneous use of two different methods of assessing civil
penalties be fair or explicable to the industries involved?
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III.
A.

Strategic Use of Section 205 Civil Penalties
Introduction

Prior to the enactment of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty-FTC
Improvement Act, the Commission was limited in its civil penalty
cases to parties that violateCI a cease and desist order
previously issued against them . Section 205 of the ~agnuson
Moss2~ar r anty-Federal Trade ' Commission Improvement Act o f
1975 · gave the FTC the authority to seek civil penalties 26
for violations of determinations made in cases in which the
defendants were not parties.
Tn order to obtai.n a civil penalty against such offenders
("non-respondents"), the Commission must demonstrate in federal
27
.
.
d 1str1ct court that:
l.

the particular act or practice was determined to be
deceptive or unfair by the Commission in a Section 5(b)
(FTCA} proceeding;

2.

the Commission issued a cease and desist order in that
proceeding with respect to the particular act or
practice;

3.

the cease and desist order has become final; a nd

4.

the party charged with a violation had actual knowledge
that such act or practice is decept ive or unfair and
unlawful under FTCA .S 5(a).

The Commission has developed procedures for implementing
Section 205 whereby a "synopsis;• and copi·es of final orders are
mailed (or served) to firms targeted for investigation. The
Con\lll iss ion has approved approximately 30 synopses, and has
delegated t o the Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection
the authority to mail (ot serve) them, when t.here are 50 ot
fewer mailed at one t inie .

25 Section 5(m)(l)(B) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
U.S . C. § 45(m) (1 )(B).
26 Up to $10,000 per violation or $10,000 per day for

continuipg violations.
27 0.H. ll. 2. 2.1.
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After collection of additional information, e.g., throuqh
civil investigative demand (C.I.O.) or access letter, _and there
is reason to believe tnat they are violating the prev i ously .
described cases, the staff decides w~ether to recoflllltend seekinq
civil penalties against the firm(s) in guest1on.
If t he
Corrunission decides to seek civil penalties, the Department of
Justice is given 45 days in which to det~rm!ne ~hether to take
the case. If Justice declines, the Corrrnission itself may file
suit in Federal District Court.
B.

Policy Questions

The language of the Act and tl1e lack of Section 205 case la w
have left several questions yet to be interpreted by the
courts. The issues in this section primarily deal with the
strategic use of Section 205.
l.

How does the Commisiso2 want Section 205 to be
developed in case law? 8

Discussion: There are several legal issues whi ch have
not received court interpretation . While pending cases may help
to resolve some of them, it would be helpful if the Commission
articulated its views on how it would like to see relevan t
Section 205 legal issues developed through case law. Such
articulation will help shape future case selection and
development by the staff. These issues are legally complex; it
may be difficult to make definitive decisions without a more
fully developed legal analyses that would be . beyond the scope of
this briefing book. Nevertheless, the Corrrnission may wish to
decide which of the following areas most warrant immediate
consideration.
a. Due process/constitutionaltty: Should the Commission
allow outside review of synopses (e.g., through publishing
them in the In tne Pedecal Register) in an effort to redtice t he
r1sk of a successful challenge on due process grounds by future
defendants.
28 A

recent decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals may
threaten the future use of S 205 and a case-by-case approach to
enforcement. The Court held that the FTC exceeded its authority
by proceeding with adjudication rather than with rulemaking (in
finding an auto dealership in violation of the FTCA regarding
its repossession and resale practices), and in attaching a
"Synopsis of Determinati'on" to the order. The FTC has appealed
this decision. Ford Motor Compan~ v. FTC Nos. 79-7647, 79~
7654, 673 F.2d
<9th Cir. 19 2).

iooe
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Like _o th~r statutes, there is a presumption that the statute
constitutional. However, defendants in two cases2 9 have
argued th~t Section 205 is invalid on due process grounds or
could be tmplemented by the Commlssion in an unfair manner,
because a party charged with an unfair or deceptive act or
prac~ice does not have an opportunity to participate in the
earlier proceeding in which the FTC determines that a particular
practice is unlawful.

.

lS

Despite the fact that Section 205 was codif1od in 1975,
there is only one court decision construing it.
A motion to
dismiss the Section 205 counts is presently pending in one ~thec
case on the ground that the provision is unconstitutional. 3
In responding to the motions, the Department of Justice, with
the Commission's endorsement, has interpreted the statute as
allowing a measure of review of the Commission's prior
determination in the enforcement proceeding. The scope of
review would be limited to the Commission's prior interpretation
of the scope of "unfair" or "deceptive• within the meaning of
Section 5(a)(l) of the Act and not to whether the Commission ' s
findings of fac t in the prior ca~e(s) were sustainable. The
brief argues tha t deference should be given to the Commission's
interpretation of Section 5, particularly where its decision has
been affirmed on appeal. On the other hand, it concedes that in
an appropriate case , ·a Section 205 defendant might defend on the
ground that conditions had so changed since the prior
adjudication that application of the determination today would

29 United States v. Braswell, Inc., et. al., No. C8l-55BA
(N.o . Ga., -rrfed-March 27, f98f)-and-United States v. All ted
Publishers Service, Inc., et al., No. CV-F-8l-0461fi>C (F..D.
Cal., filed P~b-.5", 1981.

JO United States v . Braswell, Inc., et. al., No. C8 1-558A
{1981-2 Trade"ca5:"1 Paraqrapn-'4;"!!~ (N . O. Ga. 1981).
31 United States v. Allied Publi she rs Service, rnc., et

(~ . O. caf , , complaint f\led Feb. S,
However, a hearing officer, to whom the court assigned
the constitutional issues in that case, has recently affirmed
the Commission's position.
al.-;-NC:--Cq=p-:;~r::U.fr-MOC

1981).
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be arbit rar y and capricious . 32
Although the statu t e has been upheld in one case, the
Commission should continue to assess the substance of this
criticism in its implementaton of the statute .
The Commission's position may be enhanced if it were to
provide a mechanism for publishing synopses. The current
practice (beginning wi th the Gold Bullion International Ltd .
decision) is for the Commissofi"tO include a Section
notice
as an attachment to its opinions, where appropriate.
The
Convn ission might want to consider publishing these not ices ror
comment in the Federal Register, prior to Einal Commission
approval. The FTC might also publish the package of synopses in
the Code of Federal Regulations. Either or both forms of
outside review of draft synopses, especial ly by potential
defendants, may reduce tne ri sk of a successfu l challenge on due
process qrounds by future defendants. On t he other hand, such
e Ktensive review could be resource-intensive and t ime-consuming ,
and may create practical impediments that would discourage staff
from developing and updating synopses.

39s

b.

.~hat

limits should the Commisison place on
use to define unfair or

"deter~inations• it ~ill
~eceptl'Ve::£~actices?

Discussion: The Commission has generally acted upon the
supposition that "determinations'' that a practice violates the
law include (1) opinions of the Commission affirmed on review in
the courts of appeals; (2) unappealed decisions of tbe
Commission; and (3) unappealed decisions of administrative law
judges that become the decisions of the Commission pursuant to
Rule 3 . 51 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, a procedure
which is consi~fent with the mandates of the Administrative
Procedure Act.
While recognizing that the Commission may

32 Cf. Marco Sales Co. v. FTC, 453 P.2d l (2d Cir . 1971)
(refusing, essentially on that gcound, to uphold order against
punch boards).
33 Gold Bullion lnternational , Ltd., 92 FTC 196 (Docket
9094 , July 25, 1978). The Commission took this step •to help
guarantee that others will not violate the Hobby Protection
Act", 92 FTC at 227.
34 3ee discussion on the form of prior Commission
(CONTINUED)

-
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not be.able to make these decisions without further legal
analysis, one area warranting di
·
·
Act determinations.
scuss1on is pre-Magnuson-Moss
1s it appropriate to continue to rely on orders that ptedate
the enactment of the Magnuson-Moss Act? One argument made is
that_be:ause of t~e present tense of S(m)(l)(B) ("If the
C~mm1ss1on determines [that an act or practice is unlawfl.ll] "),
P e~Magnuson-Moss Act case !aw determinatons cannot be used as a
bas~s for civil penalties. 3
Others argue that the
le91slative history of the Act and common sense support using
~TC case law pr ~or !g t he Magnuson-Moss Act. as a basis for
~ect1on 205 act.ton.
In some case areas (~, pyramid
schemes an~ Truth in Lending) oase law predates the MagnusonMoss Act; l f only c-ecent de terminations can be used, Sect ion 205
would not be a viable litigation alternative.
c.
What is "actual knowledge"?
The Commis STon-sends-a-synopsis and copies of past PTC
d:cisions to firms in order to be able to prove that a!~eged
v1olatocs had r eceived explicit cecitatioh of the law.
It
ls not yet. known how high a standard of knowledge courts will
require. There are several poss ible definitions of actual

34 (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED)
proceedings in Bic kart, Civil Penalties onaer Section S(m) of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, 44 U.Chi. L.R. 775 (1977).
{Hereinafter c1t.ed as B1ckart). That article stat.es that. some
consent orders might sat1sfy the "determination" requirement.
The Commission has informed the OOJ that i ·t does not intend to
use consent orders, where tne underlyin.g matters have not been
subject to adjudication, as a basis for § 205 actions.
35 Abrams, Section 205 and 206 of the Federal Trade Commission
lmpcovement'Jiet;-44 Antitrust. L.J. 523, 527 (1975).
36 "Many obviously illegal prac tices would be allowed to
flourish indefinitely if the Commission were required to
r econfirm each of its prior determinations before it. could
impose liability upon a defendant under Seer.ion 5(m)(l)(BJ."
Bickart, at 772.
37 Of course firms can have knowledge of violations without
receiving a synopsis. Nothing in the statute requires the
delivery of a synopsis; ma i ling of a synopsis has been
institutionalized in an effort to ensure knowledge.
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knowledge. One question is what the al l eged violator is
required to know, beyond the mere words of a Commission
.
determination. To· wbat extent will knowledge problems multiply
as a Commission determination becomes broader, i.e., will a
defendant successfully argue that it did not know that its
conduct fell within the "determination"? The Commission may
wish to , r~q~est the staff to prepat:e a detailed options paper on
the def1n1t1on of actual knowledge . j 8
d.

Bow broadly should determinations be defined?

The holdings of most cases can be characterized at numerous
levels of gene rality. Two questions yet to receive court interpretation are whether a determination must be specific to the
product involved in the case, and whether the determination must
be specific to the representation in the case. The more general
the "determination", the greater burden imposed on the
Commission to meet the actual knowledge requirement. This is
the case since if a synopsis is on.ly vaguel y related to the
specific responden t 's actions, it is more likely that the
defendant will argue that he or she was unaware of the
unlawfulness of his or her activities, regard~9ss of whether the
defendant had unarguably received a synopsis.
2.

noes the Commission wish to give guidance to the
~ff about the type of Section 205 cases to seek?

D.iscussion: There are two basic model.s (presently used
to varying degrees) to choose from for enforcing (~nd upholding)
Section 205 . ~he first finds a violation and then seeks to find
an existing determination that can be used as a basis for civil
penalties . The second model hurns this approach upside down: a
"litigation strategy" model starts with prior determinations ·
(focusing on recent ones) and then seeks to identify violations

38 The level of knowledge necessary to satisfy the satutory
requirement will als·o affect the ability of the Commission to
simplify its synopses . It has been suggested that the
Commission might more effectively reach a broader spectrum of
the business c·Ommuriity if the synopses were written strictly in
laymen ' s language and delivered without the possibly imposing
customary package of Commission decisions. However, it is less
certain that such a delivery would provide actual knowledge."
fl

39 1\fl unresolved question is the extent to which we can avoid
the "knowledge that they were violating the determination"
problem by tailoring the letter sent with the synopses.

-
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~hat

resemble the earlier violations and raise few new legal
issues. The sequence for raising selected legal issues is
~lanned ~n advance under the "litigation sttategy" model.
While
tn the first model the primary goal is to assess civil penalties
against violators, in the "litigation strategy" model the
primary goal is to establish favorable precedent concerning the
meaning of Section 205, and the secondary goal is to assess
civil penalties. The Commission may wish to give general
strategy guidance on questions such as :
a.

Should the staff trv to avoid cases .that raise
numerous legal issues (e . g., stretching the reach
of a "d'etermin:iti.on)?

All other things being equal, most working group members
prefer fewer issues.
b.

Should the Commission ho_ld off on the broad use
ot Section 205 until it finds some cases that
raise fewe.r issues? tioes the Commission prefer to
seek to resolve legal uncertainties in the near
future, or does it prefer a go-slow approach, to
search for a "more perfect" case, perhaps with an
Inereased probability of success?

The fact that "perfect cases" tend to settle does limit the
ability to develop case law through the go-slow approach; hence
there may be a tr-ade-off between defining Section 205 and
effectively enforcing. the law, ~· by bringing less perfect
cases, many of which are likely to settle.
c.

Should the us e of Section 205 be restricted to
clear instances of deception, or should it be used
for unfairness as well?

Until the valid t ty and reach of Section <!05 has been
decided in the courts, caution suggests that the Commission may
want to initiate such civil penalty suits where the facts and
equity are strongly on the side of the Commissi-0n. The
Commission may want to restrict enforcement to instances where
the alleged violations ace of established Section 5 standards,
preferably bard-core instances of deception, although some types
of "unfair" practjces that are not also strictly deceptive, such
as oppressive debt collection practices, could also be eligible
targets.

-
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3.

Should Section 205 be used more to serve as industrywide deterrence, as opposed to being d~rect~d primarily
at assessing civil penal tie$ for law. violations?
ShoulCl synopses be focused more specifically on the
most serious violations?

Discussion: After completion of a pilot project on
Section 205, conducted shortly after the enactment of the
Magnuson-Moss Warranty-FTC Improvements Act (in 1.9 75), the
Commission decided to use Section 205 solely as a tool to force
compliance with the law by potential respondents. The
Commission initially decided that whenever a synopsis was
mailed, a follow-up subpoena should be sent. More recently,
there have been exceptions to this policy; for example, the
synopsis on unordered mechandise was sent to many firms who did
not receive subpoenas. On the other hand, the synopsis on
c£edit advertising under the Truth in Lending Act was sent to 50
companies in two industries (auto gealers, home builders) where
widespread abuses were prevalent. 4
Follow-up subpoenas were
sent to all of these companies. Most of the companies ceased
any violations of the determinations upon receipt of the notice
letter. At least 12 did not, and eventually agreed to p~y civil
penal ties of $15,000 to $90,000 a piece . The Commission may
want to direct more Section 205 projects toward industry-wide
deterrence. Synopses used for this purpose should be
understandable and focused on the most important abuses .
Instead of a synopsis, .the Commission might send just a letter
that describes FTC determinations. Such letters to firms could
make it clear that, while civil penatties could be assessed for
violations, the FTC is sending the materials primarily to inform
them of the state of the law. They might al.so indicate that the
firm was not being singled out, but that similar letters were
beihg sent to all companies in a certain segment of the
industry. The advantage of using Section -205 in this manner
would be to provide a low cost means of educating indus try about
the law--with a fairly good likelihood of changing the behavior
of those firms not in ~omplia~ye, due to the risk of civil
penalties for non-compliance.

40 In addition, 17 companies bad been ~erved previously with
synopses in the 1975 § 205 project.
4 1 This approach wo~ld allow more flexibility in
investigations .; after analyzing information for C. I.D. 's served
to a sample of companies, staff could refine the investigational.
strategy for other C.I.D.'s.
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4.

Cost-Effectiveness of Section 205 Enforcement: would
an impact evaluation of a Section 205 project (designed
before m_a iling synopses_) be worthwhile?

Discussion 1 There are two principal types of effectiveness to consider: the r~2d ily quantifiable dollar figure for
civil penalties assessed
and the hard to quantify corrective
(deterrent) effect that Section 205 mailings have on the
recipient (and other members of the industry). There have been
29 cases brought u~ger Section S(m)(l)(B) with civil penalties
totaling $843,~00.
For comparison purposes, ther e have been
22 cases for role violations under Section S(m)(l)(A) which have
resulted in civil penalties of $1,113,000 . rn addition the
Commission has authori~id litigation in five cases, three of
which have been filed .
In a forthcoming memorandum, the Credit Piactices Division
will evalua te the deterre nt impact of the Credit Advertising
Section 205 project. This memorandum should shed light on the
feasibility of determining deterrent impact. Factors that
influence the level of deterrence achieved include the number of
mailings of synopses, the number of investigations (per
industry), the number and size of c ivil penalty settlements,
whether an administrative order or a court order is attained,
and the publicity each setlement receives. Deterrent impact may
vary for different i ndustries .
There ~s
projeots. 4
in achieving
profess io nal

considerable variation in the cost.s of Section 205
1n many cases, very little staff time is expended
civil penalty settlements. The average
staff workyears f or example, tn achieving the 12

4 2 Note that a benefit from the FTC's perspective is usually a

cost from the company's point of view .
43 The cases have been premised on different synopses
involving Truth- in-Lending, the textile rules, food freezer
cases, bait and switch, unordered merchandise and tbe Ideal
order requi ring substantiation for toy advertisements.
44 ~. Jim Clark Inc. Civil No. 7BA1183 (D.
Colo.): Sea rs Roebuck r. Co . and Kellwood Co ., Civ.il No . 81A303
(0. Colo.).

45 Another cost that must be considered, in pa~ticu l at for
industries not included in 205 projects, is the cost to
cons umers oE non-comp l ia nce.
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settlements (ranging from $15,000 to $90,000) was roughly onethird of one workyear . Companies that are sent synopses incur
some costs, both in seeking legal advice and in changing their
practices to comply with the synopses. Companies that are the
subject of investigation incur additional costs (even if they
are not in violation). These could be fairly low when
settlement is reached early . Where litigation is pursued costs
for both PTC and respondent will be considerably higher,
especially Ln the nea[ future when threshold legal issues
(~, the section's constitutionality) are being resolved.
In order to get a better sense of the potential for costeffeotive use of Section 205, tne Commission may want to
consider oonduoting a study to measure the cost and
effeotivenessof a future Section 205 project. The first seep is
to select an appropriate Section 205 project (after the
Commission has answered the policy questiQns posed in this
memorandum). ~ext, the study would be designed (before any
synopses would be mailed out). It would attempt to asess both
the costs of the project (to the FTC, the industry and
consume ~s ) and the benefits (changes in in:histry practices to
comply with synopses, civil penalties assessed; and the
deterrent ill\Pact on r ec ipients and nonrecipients of synopses).

Following are two brief appendices . They show how one civil
penalty model might work in practice (appendix A) and provide an
economic overview of the issues inherent in the design of a
civil penalty enforcement strategy (appendix B).
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APPENDI X A:

Civil Penalties - Ustng the

Dete r r~nce

Model
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O P.I

Using the Deterrence Model
As was suggested in chapter II, it is not necessa7y . fot the
Commission to develop civil penalties with rigid precision: It
is useful, however, if the Commission has a framework.w1th1n . .
which the various factors can be considered in assessing a c1v il
penalty. Such a framework would not be used in every, or even
in most, assessments. Rat.her it would detail the steps that the
Commission must take, at. least implicitly, in arriving at~
civil penalty that fulfills a particular goal . The following
discussion uses the deterrence model but it addresses issues
raised by all four approaches. 'It is an iileal.. In practice,
this level of detail would be neither necessary nor desirable.
Approximations woula be more than sufficient.
1) Avoiding Underdeterrence

One of the maxims of civil penalty as.s essment is that t.he
penalty must be large enough that the company does not consider
it a cost of doing business. Wbat aoes this mean? If the
expense of paying a Commission civil penalty judgment were
sufficiently small, a company could establish an expense account
against the possibi~ity of being caught. A company might
shrewdly guess tha 1: it could opecate for at least f. ive years
before being forced to pay a penalty. If it guessed correctly,
at the end of f.ive years it might gladly consent to a typically
sized Commission settlement in return for having profited by
avoioing the rule during the preceeding years . Businesses will
stop expensing if the annual cost of the account is greater than
the advantages derived from paying it.
The Commission can accomplish this in one of two ways . The
Commission can raise firms' perce·p tion of their likelihood of
being caught. However, given the Commission' s limited
resources, stepped up enforcement in one area generally means
decreased enforcement elsewhere. Alternatively, it can increase
the amount of the civil penalties. Conside.rations in
determining the amount of this increase, are discussed below.
2.

Establishing the Ranqe Within Which Penalties Should
Upper 11m1t

~all-Tne

As a start, the Commission can attempt to determine the
upper and lower bounds within which a respondent ' s penalty
should fall. The upper bound is the easier of these two figures
to determine.
There are two points the Com mission should consider in
setting it. Statutory and judicial interpretations have
established several factors to be used in determining the size

2

of a civil
pay is one
penal ties.
consider:ed

1
penalty.
Of these, the r:espondent's ability to
means of establishing an upper: boundary on civil
_There ar~ a number of figures that. might be
1.n deterro1n1ng a company's maximum ability to pay . 2

l

_Among them ~re: (1) the defendant's ability to pay; (2.) any
history of pr1oc such conduct; (3) effect on ability to continue
to do business; ~4) the good or bad faitn of the defendant; (5)
the injury to the public ; (6) the desire to eliminate the
benefits derived by a violation; and (7) the nece.s sity of
vindicating the authority of the Commission. Section S(m)(l)(C)
Federal Tracie Commission Act, 15 u.s.c. § 45(m)(l)(A); United
States v. Pa~ercraft Corporation, 540 r.id 131 (3d Cir.
B76); Q.~~~ States v. J.B. Williams Comeany, lnc., 498 F.2d
414 (2d C1r. 1974); Federal Trade Commission v. Consolidated
Foods Cor~ation, 3~6 F. Supp:-ll's-r(s.o . N. Y. 1975), United
States v. Sw1ngl1ne, 371 F. Supp. 37 IE.D . N.Y. 1 9174) .
2 Among th ~ mo r e useful ind icatocs of abi 1 i ty to pay are a
firm's liquidity ratios. Average ratios of various sized
companies are readily available. A comparison of a respondent's
ratios with these averages provides an indication of readily
available funds. Another alternative is retained earnings .
Cash and marketable securities are also an indication of a
firm's ability to satisfy a civil penalty.
While these fiejures may be of help in analyzing moderate to
large firms, they may be less useful for smaller, private1y held
corporations . In such a case, the amount a firm earmarks for
depreciation might be a better indicator . In principle, the •
depreciation entry on the balance sheet r epresents the amount
the fir'ln has set aside for replacing capital equipment. To the
extent that a firm ' s growth has been competitively benefitted by
violations of Commission rules and or<lers (see discussion in
text accompanying footnotes 6 and 7, infra.) looking to
depreciation as a source of penalties is not inequitable. Yet
another alternative in the case of a very closely held
corporation is gross earnings after intecest, taxes, and fixed,
non-salary, expenses. In ad<lition penalties can be structured
so that they are paid out over- time .
The important point is that the Commission should not lock
staff into any particular figure as an indication of ability t-0
pay . A few indicia, such as depreciation or liquidity ratios,
might be preferred. Buy especially when dealing with small
"creatively organized" corpotations, some flextbility in
developing a surr ogate for abi.1 ity to pay will be necessary .

3

The second figur-e to consider in establishing an l:lpper bound
is the maximum ci11il penalties the Commission can asi;~ss.
i>.lthough staff has some flexibility in framing 111olat1ons, since
the Commission is limited to a maximum of ten thousand dollars
per violation, in ~ome cases if the number of ~iolat~ons alle~ed
is not large the amount that can be collected in c1111l penalties
may be less than the ability to pay. Thus, the upper bound on
civil penalties is determined by the max imum . amount that the
Commission can collect gi11en the number of violations o~ the
company's ability to pay, wniche11er is lower . However 1n most
cases, were the Con'missd:on to seek this amount in civil
penalties, it would so tar exceed the ad11anta9es th e firm was
liKely to gain from engaging in illegal acts or practices that
they wou l d be inappropriate ly punitive .
3.

The Rang e ••lthin Wh i ch Civil

1'fie Lowe r ttm1t

Pe~nalt i es

Should Pall -----

Gene rally, t he lower bound is t,he c:_ritical.. element. Since
the; goal is to set the penalty at a le11el just beyond that which
makes it pr ofitable for the f irm not to comply with the
Commission's rules and orde rs, each of the advantages to the
r e spondent o f noncompliance must be considered. These break
down ~nto competitive ad11antages and in some cases, consumer
loss.

3 From an economic perspecti11e it is useful to remember that
this mod e l seeks to maximize deterrence rather than some other
goal such as predictability of ci11il penalt~ amount or social
welfare. In the latter instance, fot example, there may be
situa ,t ions where the Commission might choose to accept less· than
complete deterrence of 11iolati11e conduct because the ad11antages
of the firm's activ ity in the marketplace exceed the harm
suffered by consumers and com.petitors as a consequence of the
11 iola t ion.
If social welfare were the goal the Commission sought to
emphasize, it. would look to the consumer loss caused by the
respondent's conduct rather than the respondent 's competitive
advantage. Such d-etcrrence has been call..ed "conditional
deterrence• since it assumes that it may be desirable to dete r
less than 100% of potentially unlawful acti11ity. An opti mal
)len<ilty under this approach will tax to 11iolators the cost of
their actions to society . lt may be that such an approach is
most advatageous when seeking to calculate a combination of
redress and .penalties. aowe11er, the model discussed in the text
is simpler to use since it is directed only at ci11il penalties
and assumes that deterrence is the primary goal.

- Competitive Advantages
. The m~ni'!'um advantage that a firm enjoys by not complying
with Commission rules or orders is its savings in compliance
costs. A comi:iany that intentionally fa .i led to print cequired
~orms, train its sales force or supervise its operation t o
insure c~mplian~e wi th a mandatory rule, could realize a
substantial savings relative to other complying firms. A
measur: o~ the competitive aovantage a firm receives from not
establ1~h1ng a _ com~liance unit is th~ marginal cost of operating
a compliance d1v1s1on that it saves.
The difficulty for the Commission is determining what the
respondent's marginal compliance costs would have been . As with
most of the advantages enjoyed by firms acting illegally, while
a precise figure is not available it is possible tg obtain a
reasonably accurate estimate from various sources.

4 The marginal costs ar~ a more accurate measure of a firm's

savings than is the total compliance cost. For exampl e, a
moderate size ma i l order firm operating foe a year without ever
complying with the rule, might save twenty thousand dollars .
However, in setting a lower bound for civil penalties, assigning
twenty thousand dol lats as its compliance cost savings is
probably an overstacP.ment . That twenty thousand dollars
represen ts two costs: the cost of establishing a mechanism for
carrying out the mail order rule (~, programming its
computer , training its sales focce")Wfiich may have cost eight
thousand dollars , and day-to-day compliance costs (~,
,
screening advertisements, mailing follow-up notices")Wllich could
cost twelve thousand dollars. Since as part of a final order
the Commission would undoubtedly require that the respondent
es tablish a compliance program, to assess the full twe nty
thousand dolla rs for failing to start the program a year earlier
would force the company to pay the start-up costs twice. As
long as the Commission and the firms assume that violators will
eventually be caught, it is not important that the lower bound
reflect the start-up compliance cost, the marginal costs are
sufficient.
5 For example , some consulting firms specialize in helping

other businesses develop and administer compliance programs.
Their charges for setting up and administering programs are
likely to be a (slightly high) indication of a business'
compliance costs. Staff discussions with other similar size
businesses is another indication of compliance expenses. Since
(CONTINUED)
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..'
Annual marginal compliance costs are one savings to a
noncomplying firm; there are others as well. These might be
called "pr ivileged competition.• Privileged competition refer~
to the advantages a firm receives relatlve to itg competitors in
consumma ting sales as a result of noncompliance.
A third closely related class of competitive advantages
available to noncomplying firms might be called "unfair
profits . • From time to time the Commission or Congress has
found certain sales and business techniques to be so overburdensome to consumers that they can only be engaged in under
rigid conditions or are prohibited altogether. These acts or
practices generally place sellers in a particularly advantageous
position relative to buyers {and thus might be considered a form
of consumer loss). However, because they also provide
noncomplyi ng firms with an additional leg-up over their
compe?itors they should be considered a competitive advantage as
we ll.
~ny addltional profits the firm receives by engaging

5 (POOTNOTB CONTINU€0)

complaints against noncomplying firms are often lodged with the
Commission by their competitors, thos e competitors ace likely to
provide the Commission with a breakdown of the e xpenses they
incur in complying with Commission rules.
6 For example, a door-to-door sales firm that fails to provide

its customers with cooling-off notices is in a better position
to close a sale quickly than its competitors. Competitors who
offer cooling-off protection may discover that three out of
every ten buyers take advantage of the opportunity to cancel
their sale. The noncomplying firm that "forgets" to provide
cooling-off forms may find that only one buyer in ten will take
the effort to write his cooli ng-off notice and mail it to the
firm within the appropriate period. The profits on the two
additional sales would be the privileged competition advantage
of the noncomplying firm.
Similarly, a franchisor who failed to deliver unfavorable
disclosure documents would be in a position to close sales more
quickly than competitors. Again, to the extent that the
franchisor was able to make additional sales, annual profits
from those sales represent the advantages of privileged
competition.
7 The door-to-door salesman who falsely tells
(CO~TINUEO)

6

in ~uch techni~u~s should be added to its compliance cost
savings and pr1v1lege competition advantages in c;letermining its
total annual competitive advantages.H
4.

Establishin9 the Civil Penalty Figure - Likelihood of
Detection
I

The sum of the preceeding advantages on an annualized basis
helps establish the lower bound. They represent the amount that
a company may be wi lling to risk each year in .order to avoid
complying with Commission rules or orders . As long as the
firm's expected annual cost of paying a Commission civil penalty
is less than this amount , it may be willing to risk
prosecution. 9
In order to establish the proper level of civil p enalties
the C-0mmission must make some estimate as to how long the firm
believ e s it could operate without being caught. Admittedly in
most cases this is likely to be a subjective determination on

7

(FOO'NIOT8 CONTINUED )

parents that he has been sent to them by their child's teacher
is one example . The debt collection company that calls at all
hours of the day and night in order to force the debtor to make
payments is another. However, it has been determined that
gaining access and trust to concerned parents thtough false
preteneses or repeatedly calling consumers at three o'clock in
the morning in order to collect a thirty dollar debt, while
effective techniques, are sufficiently beyond the mores of
normal business practice as to be unfair or deceptive.
8 Again an e stimate of the amount of unfair profits realized
by a firm can be obta i ned by comparing portions of its sales and
profit figures with those of complying firms. For example, if
the closing rate of the debt collection firm mentioned in the
preceeding footnote were sixty percent compared with a fifty
percent industry average, prof i ts on that additional ten percent
might fairly be considered its competitive advantage.
9 There are other expenses t o firms for noncompliance . In
some instances the legal fees of defending an action and the
loss of goodwill resulting from adverse publicity are costs to
the noncomplying firm . However, if ·the firm knows at the outset
that it is willing to settle for a lower civil penalty by
consent, then anticipated legal fees can be held in check .
Nevertheless, the legal expenses of defending a Commission
action can be a major deterrent to small fitm noncompliance.
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the part of the Commission . It is influenced by the J?Ub~ lc~ty
that surrounds the rule, prior statements of the Comm1ss1on s
enforcement intentions, the number of similar actions the
Commission has brought in the past, the size of the ind~stry,
and the degree of competitiveness within the industry (1n a
small highly competitive field it is more likely that
competitors will notice and report to the Commission significant
violations). In most instances it is probably fair to estima te
that this figur-e (the "multiplier" ) will be between one and ten:
that is, firms assume that the Commission yauld uncover their
illegal practices within one to ten years.
The annualized
lower- bound figure must be multiplied by this number in order to
deter-mine the minimum civil penalty necessa ry t o specifically
deter the respondent from engaging in the violative practice.
5.

Reconcilin* the Civi l Penalty with Judicial and

St~~utory__!qu1rements

'rhe Commission should compare this working civil penalty
witn the upper bound dete rmined earlier. If the penalty is
gr...:ater than that upper bound then for the statutory and
ju6icial r easons discussed above the p enalty must be reduced to
that level. However, in most instances, the civil penalty
figure will be well below this upper bound.
A civil penalty figure chosen in this fashion will be high
eno ugh to satisfy the specific deterrence goal because it will
remove virtually all of the competitive advantages of noncompliance. Consequently the c ivil penalty should not be increased
merely because the firm has the financial ability to pay more.
At the same time because t his is the minimum civil penalty
f igure necessary foe deter r ence it may sa~isfy t~i Commission's
appropriateness goal by avoiding overdeterrence.

lO Another way of t::hinking of this is asking what is th e
firm ' s perception of the pr-obabllity of detection wi t h i n any one
year. If it's virtually certa in, the probabil ity would be one
hundred percent. If it were one chance in five the probability
would be twenty percent. Again in most cases it would probably
lie between ten percent and one hundred percent. Dividing the
percentage probability of detection into one hundred will give
th~ multiplier discussed in the text.
This figure may vary
depending upon the industr-y or type of violation.
11 As with all models, in some situations this model can

produce anomalies. In areas where the Comm ission has chosen not
to maintain as high profile , firms may correctly perceive that

(CONTI NUED)
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Aggravating and Mitigating Factors
Once a civil penalty figure has been derived there is very
l lttle else for the Commission to consider. Aggravating and
mi.ti.gating factors could revise the civil penalty award upward
or downward, respectively.
(al

Aggravating Factors

One factor to consider is whether by violating a rule or
order a firm has caused consumer injuries considerably gi:e.ater
than the benefits i t received. In many instances where a rule
violation causes consumers to suffer an injury there is a close
to corresponding benefit to the firm. However, in a few
instances the injury suffered by consumers as a result of
noncompliance may grossly outweigh the advantages to the firm .
A debt collection firm whose on-the-job harassment results in an
employee being fire.d is one example. II') instances where such
nonreciprocal consumer injuries exist it ~ay be worth-while for
the Commission to increase the working civil penalty figure
somewhat as a means of insuring th.a t the P~2alty fully reflects
the Commission's aversion to the practice.
Recidivism is another aggravating factor. If the firm
continues to violate Commission rules and orders despit~ the
imposition of a civil penalty that effectively denies the firm
the advantages of its .actions the Commission may wish to
increase the civil penalty amount as a means of reinfo rc ing its
effect .
(bl

Mitigating Factors

With the exception of the two factors just aiscussed, it is

11 (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED)

the likelihood of being caught is low. In sut.h circumstances
the model would recommend a civU penalty amo11nt that might
appe.ar unnecessarily high. In additio n , the model may not be
useful in cases where firms engaged in "economically
irrational", albeit, violative behavior. Of course in such
circumstances the Col1Ullission could reasonably choose to modify
the civil penalty assessments accordingly.
12 In other words, when consumer injury is great, the
Commission may pre.fer to err, if at all, on t:he side of
overdeterrence.
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important to remember that the working civil penalty figure is
designed to deter a firm that deliberately calculates the
advantages to be gained by disobeying a Commission tule or order
and does so if they are sufficiently great. Where, for
stat~tory ~r . jud~cial reasoni~ the Comm~ssio~ ~s required to
consider m1t19at1ng factors,
the working c1v1l penalty
figure should be reduced accordingly . Thus, the good faith of
the respondent or the fact that the violation was t echnical in
nature are fact~~s whi ch should be considered in assessing civil
penalty amount.
7. Conclusion
If civil penalties were assesserl in accordance with the
preceeding steps {or a rough approximation of them) the
penalties would remove any incentives for firms to engage in
unfair or deceptive conduct. The same factors are already
considered by the Commission in assessing penalties, although
they ate probably not always addressed explicitly, within a
framework, and deterrence is de-emphasized in order to achieve
other goals . These factors are also addressed in the historical
consistency and severity of conduct models, again with less
emphasis on deterrence . Whether the Commission should adopt
suon a framework for assessing civil penalties will turn in
large part on whether it wishes to make the g·oals it is seeking
to achive explicit.

l3 See foot no te 1, s upra.
14 By "technical"· it is assumed that the violation was an

inadvertent misapplication of a complicated rule. In such a
case m·itigation is app(opriate since the violatio·n was not
deliberate. If by technical one means that there was a
deliberate violation of a minor rule provision, mitigation is
probably inappropriate. However, in s·uch a case the advantages
enjoyed by the firm as a result of the violation aree likely to
be minor and the calculated civil penalty is unlikely to be
large.
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Efficient FTC Law Enforcement
l . Introduction
The major benefit from FTC law enforcement in the area of
Consumer Protection is the deterrence of business and consumer
behavior that is inefficient.
The great majority of
transactions in the market produces efficient results.l
However, there exist some areal where consumers are
insufficiently informed, and transactions may be inefficient.
It is these areas, for example, areas where deception and
fraud arise, that the FTC strives to deter inefficient
behavior. Ideally, in t.he best of all po~sible worlds all
ftinefficient behavior• would be deterred.
'
As discussed above in the text, deter~ence can be
achieved if al1 gains accruing from a violation are removed.
l;f every time a business was about to engage i ·n fraud or
deception it knew with certainty that any "ill gotten gain"
wouid be taken away either through a civil penalty or redress,
the incentive to defraud or deceive would be drastically
reduced.

1 Behavior may be inefficient f·or numerous reasons but the
primary re·ason is that it causes more harm than benefit to
society. Efficient exchange is usually characterized by both
parties to the transaction being made oetter off, sometimes,
however, because of incomplete knowledge, only one party will
be made better off. For example, if a consumer buys beach
front property from a developer only to the sand wash away in
a freak storm which both parties realized was a remote
possibility, the consumer was not made better off by
purchasing the house. However, this transaction was efficient
because both parties fully realized the consequences of tneir
actions. On the other hand, if the developer secretly knew
tha .t the sand was sure to wash away at the first moderate
stotm, the transaction would have been inefficient because the
consull\er would not vol·UQtarily entered into the transaction.
Similarly, a farmer that sells his ftll harvest in the spring
on the futures market only to see the price of corn double by
September was not made bettel' off by the transaction. Yet the
transaction was not inefficient. Therefore, it is important
to remember that both parties need not be made better off .ex.
Rl2At. for a transaction to be efficient.

,

2 Obviously there will be times where reasonable people will
2

we would expect to see little or no fraud and deception
in a world where gains were always taken away. However, there
are obvious reasons why we do not live in such a world .
Namely the enforcement costs would be astronomical. In fact,
such an enforcement policy would 'n ot be feasible. Ill gotten
gains can never be completely removed . Therefore, it is
important to look for alternative enforcement policies that
still provide sufficient deterrence of inefficient behavior
but at a lower cost.
II. Deterrence H,b..en

~

Al.l. Vjolations

~ ~

Caught

There is an alternative enforcement strategy designed to
achieve efficiency which is almost always used both in law
enforcement and in other social settings. The goal of this
enforcement strategy is to fine the violators wh-0 are caught
by more than the ill gotten gains in order to compensate for
the fact that all violatons cannot be caught. For example, if
someone illegally parks on the street (which is inefficient
because the injury due to the traffic delays more than
outweighs the benefit to the one driver) then the parking fine
is in excess of the 3 dollars that it would have cost to park
legally. instead, the fine is 30 dollars which roughly
compensates for the fact that, on average, only one in ten
illegally parked cars is ticketed. Similarly, the Commission
might want to seek civil penalties or redress in excess of the
gain received by a company from a violation.
Often this multiplying of the gains to offset the fact
that all violations are not detected may not be within the
legal authority of the Commission. For e~ample, a company
may violate the mail order rule and save $50,000. The
Commission may estimate roughly that it can catch only one
in three violations of the mail order rule. Therefore, it
would like to fine the company $150,000. This fine would ·

2 (FOOTNOTE 2 CONTINUED)
disagree on what is inefficient and what is not. The art of
weighing costs and benefits in deciding whether a three week
delay in mailing a toaster causes more harm to the consumer
than cost savings to the mail order house will, by it~ very
nature, remain imprecise. Therefore, there will always be
many •policy questions" that must be resolved. However, for
this entire appendix, it will be assumed that the policy
questions have been resol,ved and that everyone agrees that a
two week delay in mailing a toaster is okay, but that an
unspecified 60 day delay is not.
3

/

produce an effective deterrent.• 3
The comm;i,ssion may have
some success at defining a violation .so as to set the civil
penalty at $150·,ooo.
Alternatively, in some cases having the fine or redress
commensurate witlJ consumer injury may in effect act to
multiply the gain by the probability of detection. For
example, a company may deceptively sell a worthless product
for $100 that cost $75 to produce. The gain is $25 ($100
minus the production cost of $75) while the consumer injury is
the full $100. Therefore, even if the Commission only pursued
one in four such cases , seeking a fine or redress for the
amount of consumer injury ($100) would compensate for the fact
that only one in four acts of deception were caught. Thus, it
is often possible for the Commission to increase fines and
redress above the immediate gain.
Since deterrence can be accomplished through large flnes
an.d redress that are only extracted infrequently, one may
wonder why not go to the limit of Draconian tines whenever
possible. That is, why not always seek the largest possible
fine or redress available to the Commission? After all by
doing so it would a pp ear that all deception and fraud could be
eliminated with only a small expenditure. of Commission
resources.
III.
A.

~ ~

.Qf Deterrence

Residual Violations

There are ma.n.Y arguments for why such an enforcement
policy would not be desirable.. Most of these arguments have
to do with the fact that even the most sever:e penalty will
n ever prevent all violations and that since violations will
occur large fines may impose substantial costs on society.
Four reasons why residual violations will always occur will be
discussed .

3 A fine of $50,000 would cause firms to realize that since
they only get caught one i1.1 three times that by violating the
rule 3 times they would likely come out $100,000 ahead.
[$100,000 : Gain of 3 violations ($150 , 000) minus the one fine
($50,000) . )
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First even when substantial fines are expected, random
violations' of rules, deception and fraud will still exist. No
matter how many precautions a mail order house takes to make
sure merchandise is delivered in a timely fashion, some orders
are bound to get lost in the )nail room or t~e postage meter
will break or some circumstance will occur.
Second, even the best intentioned person will sometimes
violate the law. A possible $200 parking ticket would not
dissuade most people from illegally parking during a n
emergency, such as parking in front of a hospital when
bringing someone to the emergency room. There are usually
0
mitigating• circumstances involved with many violations.
(Sometimes the mitigating circumstances will not be
verifiable by the Commission - - a distinction that has
important implications when determining appropriate fines
and that will be discussed below.) Therefore, there will be
situations where complying with rules will be so expens~ve
so as to make it worthwhile for even the 111ost )lonest. company
to violate the rul~
Third, some companies and individuals are just "bad
actors" and will risk violations even if they must risk
substantial fines that would deter most people. Perhaps,
these bad actors misperceive the probability of being caught,
or think that they can beat the system and get away with the
violation . Alternatively, these bad actors may be "judgment
proof" and there£ore, find that a 5,000 dollar gain is worth
risking a 20,000 dollar fine even if they are fairly likely to
be caught because. they do not have any assets against which
the fine can be levied. Therefore, bad actors will commit
violations even when the expected fine theoretically exceeds
the expected gain.
Fourth, some companies may honestly misunderstand a rul·e
or not realize that the rule applies to their type of
business. Therefore even large penalties will not prevent
these violations.

4 All violations are not equally likely to occur. For
example, it is unlikely that someone w.ill accidently sell
the Brooklyn Bridge.
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In ad~ition, there is always the possibility that
mistakes wi~l be made when enforcing the law. Innocent parties
may be convicted of violations they did not commit.
Therefore, even if expected fines are sufficiently large so as
to deter most violations, cases will still be brought.
lo light of the above reasons why complete deterrence
cannot be accomplished and why cases will always occur, there
are several costs associated with trying to deter violations
through a policy that levies large fines.
B.

The Cost of Deterrence

1 . Overdeterrence
First, there is a cost of overdeterrence. Overdeterre11ce
is 1 ike too much of a good thing.. The deterrence of
inefficient behavior is desirable. However, as mentioned
abo~e violations will often occur because of "accident• and
"mitigating circumstances", and cases will be brought by
mistake. There is no violative behavior that needs to be
deterred in these situations. If the companies merely paid
the fines in these situations nothing would be lost beyond the
additional risk that would be imposed upon the businesses.
Unfortuna tely, there are additional e ~fects. Businesses will
react. to t}le,se situations by- t r ying to reduce their potential
liability. They will hire attorneys, they will try to reduce
the probability of accidental violations, and they will spend
resources trying to avoid violations even when it is expensive
to do so. For example, the mail order house might hire
additional personnel to check the mail room every day to guard
against lost packages. Also the mail order house might hire
special delivery services in order to ensure speedy delivery.
All these activities impose costs on society in excess of any
benefit derived from these activities, and hence are
inefficient.
There will never be a perfect solution to the problem of
overdeterrence, anY enforcement policy is bound to overdeter
sometimes. Fortunately, there are several ways of reducing
overdeterrence. One possibility is allowing fines to be
·s ubstantially reduced the more there are mitigating
circumstances. A mitigating circumstance can be thought of as
a situation where efficient behavior might call for violating
the rule. Even a well crafted rule cannot be written so as to
prohibit only inefficient behavior and leave all efficient
behavior untouched. Thus, allowing fines to be reduced the
more mitigating the circumstances, is a method of refining the
6

law enforcement process and promoting economic efficiency.
Similarly, while the Commission makes allowances fo r .
unintentional violations it is unlikely that the Commission
can always distinguish b~tween accidenta~ viol~tions and
deliberate violations. Was the merchandise mailed late
because someone innocently forgot to mail it, or w~s it
deliberately mailed late because there was n~ one in charge
who had the responsibil i ty to check on the mail? The .more
likely that a business is innocent and that the case 1s a
mistake the lower the fine should be. Thus, bad actors
should be fined most heavily, since a case against a bad
actor is less likely to be a mistake. caowever, little can
be done to deter those firms that are bad actors as a result
of being judgment proof. Injunctions or criminal penalties
may be necessary to stop these bad actors.}
2. Risk
Second, there is the cost of risk. Since all violations
cannot be deter red and since sometimes cases will be brought
against innocent parties there are costs associated with an
enforcement policy that levies large fines. An enforcement
policy imposes risks on society. These r isks are a real cost.
Just as an uncertain rai nfall and hence and uncertain harvest
imposes costs on farmers by making their income less certain ,
any enforcement policy must impose some risk. An enforcement
policy makes the stream of inc·ome to businesses less certain
and hence less steady. As investors prefer a steady stream of
income on their investment, it will be more difficult fo r
businesses which are subjected to potential li ability to raise
capital. The result is that less capital will be raised and
hence fewer goods and services will be produced in these
areas. These risks can never be eliminated and hence there is
always some cost to achieving deterrence.
There are ways to reduce these costs. An enforcement
policy that levies a smaller fine but wit h higher probability
of detection imposes less risk. At the same time, such an
enforcement policy uses greater amounts of Commission
resources. Also, the more guidance that is given to industry
the less the risk that a firm will unknowingly commit a
violation.
3. Output Reduction
A third cost imposed because enforcement policies cannot
perfectly deter is that of "taxing• the industry.
Because
cases will be brought and fines must be paid periodically,
prices must be higher, to cover these costs. Since prices a r e
higher consumers will purchase fewer of these goods and
7
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serv~c~s.

While.the.fines may go into the Treasury, a system
of c1v1l penalties 1s probably not.an effective way to raise
revenue. _on the othe~ hand, a policy that seeks consumer
redres~ will tax the industry less if consumers anticipate the
p~te n tial. for_ redress.
If consumers anticipate redress they
will_ be willing to pay the higher prices fol' the goods or
servJ,ces. Therefore, output will not decrease and while
prices may be higher consumers are receiving not only the
goods or services, but also potential redress. (However, it
should also be noted both that at present consumers are
unlikely to anticipate redress and that there are other
reasons to pre.fer civil penal ties over redress. Chief among
them is tbat redress is often expensive to administer. The
upcoming policy review session on redress will address this
issue in more detail~
IV.

A Flexible

Enforce~

Strategy:

~

BJ:1.a 52.f Reputation

~

The need to match expected penalties and expected gains
in order to deter law violations, together with the
re.c ognition that there i s a cost of deterrence suggests the
need for a flexible approach to civil penalties and redress.
The value of flexibil.ity is even more evident when it is
recognized that in addition to the direct means o-f extracting
sellers' gains through civil penalties and monetary redress,
gains are penalized indirectly. Litigation costs and
reputation l.oss dissipate sellers gains.
Reputation Costs
Gains can also be dissipated through reputation loss.
Firms invest in establishing a reputation through advertising,
by building loyal customers, etc. As any capital investment,
they expect a return on this investment. The return usually
comes in the form of increased repeat purchases and perhaps a
small price premium. However, if a FTC case attracts public
attention, the firm may lose many customers and hence lose
their return on their investment. This loss is a real cost to
the company and hence will act to deter deception and fraud.
If the Commission is oblivious to these reputation losses in
setting fines and redress, it is apt to overdeter.
On the other hand, the Commission may not want to a ccept
consents that are hand tailored by tbe firm to minimize
reputation loss. 'l'he reputation mechanism works because if a
firm "cheats" its customers, it is penalized. The firm can
only be penalized if enough consumers are informed that the
firm has "cheated". Commission action may be one such method
for information to become public. This would suggest that. the
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commission not be as sensitive to reputation loss of "bad
actors", as to reputation loss that would arise when
violations were Il)Ore of a technical nature or if the.re were
mitigating circumstances. Thus, firms' reputation and law
enforcement policy are interrelated.
v.

Conclusions

Finally, in order for a enforcement policy to be
effective it must be known to the parties involved, Even
though a flexible approach may be needed, it is important for
firms to realize that the overriding concern is to remove ill
gotten gains and that adjustments will be made for mitigating
ci.r culflstances and bad actors. Although the rules of the
enforcement policy should be predictable, specific a.spects of
the enforcement strategy must remain uncertain. For example,
it is important for motorists to know that illegal parking
carries a 30 dollar fine. However, rather than enforcing the
parking laws only on Mondays, it would be preferable to
scatter 8 hours of enforcement throughout the week. Therefore,
while the rule of law should be well understood, the exact
criteria for case selection should not be revealed unless the
Commission is particularly interested in deterring certain
violations and not others. Otherwise, announcing case
selection criteria is similar to announcing two different
rules of law .
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